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K. T. CHITRASIRI, J. 

 

 

The Plaintiff-Petitioner (hereinafter referred to as the Plaintiff) filed this 

application for revision and/or Restitutio-in-integrum to have the order of the learned 

Additional District Judge of Colombo, set aside. Even though the said order was made 

on the 11th June 2004, this application to revise the same had been made only after a 

lapse of one year and a few days.  Before this application was made to this Court, the 

plaintiff had filed another action which bears the No.42235/MR in the District Court 

of Colombo subsequent to the delivery of the impugned order. The said subsequent 

action also was filed upon the same cause of action praying for similar reliefs on the 

basis that the District Judge had permitted the plaintiff to do so.  

 

Circumstances that led to file both those cases are as follows. The plaintiff’s son 

had met with a road accident on or about 11th August 2001.  The vehicle involved in 

the accident was driven by the 2nd defendant-respondent and the 1st defendant-

respondent had been the employer of the 2nd defendant-respondent. Hon. the 

Attorney General was also made a party as the 3rd defendant on the basis that the 

second defendant-respondent namely Ceylon Petroleum Corporation is a Government 

organ. However, the Hon. Attorney General had been discharged from the proceedings 

on 30th April 2004, relying upon Section 46(2) (f) of the Civil Procedure Code on the 

basis that the Government cannot be made delictually liable over the acts or 

omissions of the employees of the second defendant corporation which had the status 

of a separate independent legal personality. Accordingly, the learned Additional 

District Judge had returned the plaint to the plaintiff allowing her to file an 

amendment to the plaint before 30th May 2004 leaving out the Hon. Attorney 

General as a party to the action. However, the plaintiff had failed to file the amended 

plaint by that date as directed by the District Judge.   
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Thereafter, when the case was called on the 11th June 2004, the learned 

Additional District Judge acting upon Section 46 (2) (j) of the Civil Procedure Code 

had returned the plaint to the plaintiff to file a fresh action since the plaintiff had not 

acted upon the said direction of the Court namely to file an amended plaint before 30th 

May 2004. Consequently, the plaintiff filed another action bearing No.42235/MR in 

the same District Court of Colombo by her plaint dated 29th April 2005.  The learned 

Additional District Judge by his order dated 8th July 2005 dismissed the said 

subsequent action stating that the cause of action had been prescribed by the time the 

second action was filed.  

 

The plaintiff did not challenge this order and therefore she seems to have 

accepted that the provisions of the Prescription Ordinance had been a positive bar for 

her to proceed with the second action. Having accepted the order dated 8th July 2005, 

plaintiff decided to file this application to the Court of Appeal to revise the earlier 

Order dated 11th June 2004 after a lapse of one full year having failed either to file an 

amended plaint as directed by the Court knowing very well that any subsequent 

action would be subjected to the provisions of the Prescription Ordinance or to file an 

appeal against the order that is being challenged in this application. At this stage it 

must be noted that even the very first action that was filed also would have been 

dismissed on the defence of prescription if it was filed one day after the date that it 

was instituted.  

 

 This application for revision and/or restitutio-in –integrum is made 

challenging the order dated 11th June 2004.  The said order reads thus. 

 

 “isú,a kvq úOdk ix.%yfha 46 ^2& ^ta& j.ka;sh hgf;a wêlrKh 

úiska kshu lrk ,o ld,hla we;=,;oS meñKs,a, ixfYdaOkh lsÍu i|yd wdmiq 

fokq,en" ta ld<h we;=,; tfia ixfYdaOkh lrkq fkd,enqjfyd;a" meñKs,a, bj; 

,sh hq;=h jYfhka i|yka fõ ' 

ta wkqj fuh úOdkd;aul m%;smdokhls'  tneúka ud fuu kvqfõ meñKs,a, 

isú,a kvq úOdk ix.%yfha 46 ^2& ^ta& j.ka;sh hgf;a bj; ,ñ'  
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meñKs,a, bj; ,Su fyaa;=fjka tu kvq ksñ;a; iïnkaOfhka w¨;a meñKs,a,la 

bosßm;a lsÍug meñKs,slrejka fkdje,elaúh hq;= nj tu j.ka;sfha i|yka jk 

nj meñKs,af,a kS;S{ uy;añhf.a wjOdkhg fhduq lrjñ'  

 

 The contention of the learned Counsel for the plaintiff is that the 

learned Additional District Judge is not empowered to act under Section 46 (2) (j) of 

the Civil Procedure Code as in this instance, once the summons had been served on 

the defendants. He therefore argues that the said order is contrary to law.  The 

learned Counsel mainly relied upon the decision in the case of Mohideen v. 

Gnanaprakasam1 in support of his argument.   

 

 The basic issue that had been discussed in the said decision was the expenses 

incurred by the defendants after service of summonses on them when the plaint was 

rejected. In that decision it was held by Grenier J that: 

“In the present case certain proceedings have followed upon the acceptance of 

the plaint, one of the defendants having asked for time to file answer and another 

defendant having given a proxy to a proctor which in my opinion render it desirable 

that the sufficiency or otherwise of the plaint which has no defects on the face of it 

should be contested and determined in the regular way.” 

 

In that decision, the Court had basically discussed the expenses incurred by the 

defendants and the possibility of proceeding with the plaint that had already been 

filed. The legal consequences by returning the plaint after the summons was issued 

had not been discussed in detail in the said decision cited by the learned Counsel for 

the plaintiff. In the circumstances, it is my considered view that the legality of such a 

situation especially when an order is made under Section 46 (2) (j) of the Civil 

Procedure Code could be determined only after considering all the circumstances of 

each case.  

 

                                                 
1
 14 NLR at page  33 
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In this instance, the plaintiff had acted accepting the decision of the learned 

Judge knowing that filing of a new action would be barred by prescription. Also, she 

had no difficulty to act according to the permission granted by the learned District 

Judge to file an amended plaint by merely striking out the name of the Hon. Attorney 

General. No other amendment was necessary. In fact she was ready with the amended 

plaint on the 30th May 2004 though it was late.  Moreover, the 1st and 2nd defendant-

respondents have argued that the learned Additional District Judge had acted 

applying the legal principle Nunc Pro Tunc when he made the impugned order 

subsequently when the same order should have been made before. Hence, the 

circumstances of this case prevent me from applying the law referred to in the 

decision of Mohideen v. Gnanaprakasam (supra) cited by the learned Counsel for 

the plaintiff. 

 

I will now refer to Section 46 (2) of the Civil Procedure Code since the learned 

Judge has made his order acting under that provision of law. It stipulates thus:       

    

“ 46(2) Before the plaint (whether presented by the plaintiff or by a registered attorney 

in his behalf)  is  allowed  to  be filed, the  court  may, if in its discretion it shall 

think fit, refuse, to entertain the same for any of the following reasons, namely:- 

 

 (a)  if it does not state correctly, and without prolixity, the several 

       particulars herein before required to be specified therein; 

 

 (b) if it contains any particulars other than those so required; 

 

 (c) if it is not subscribed, or  subscribed  and  verified, as the case 

      may be, as herein before required; 

  

  (d) if it does not disclose a cause of action;  

  (e) if it is not framed in accordance with section 33; 

  (f)  if it is wrongly framed by reason of non-joinder or misjoinder 

        of parties, or because the plaintiff has joined causes of action 
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        which ought not to be joined in the same action; 

  

 and may return the same for amendment then and there, or within such time as 

 may  be  fixed  by  the  court,  upon  such  terms  as  to  the  payment  of  costs  

occasioned by the amendment as the court thinks fit: 

 

 Provided  that  no amendment  shall  be allowed which would have the  

effect of converting an  action of one  character  into  an action of another and  

inconsistent character: 

 

 And provided further, that in each of the following cases, namely:- 

 

 (g) where the relief sought is undervalued, and the  plaintiff, on being  

       required by the court to correct the valuation  within a time  to  be  

       fixed by the court, fails to do so; 

 

 (h) where the relief sought is properly valued, but the plaint is written 

                  upon   paper  insufficiently  stamped,  and  the  plaintiff  on  being  

       required by the court to supply the requisite  stamps  within a time 

                  to be fixed by the court fails to do so; 

 

  (i) when  the  action  appears  from  the  statement  in  the plaint to be     

                  barred by any positive rule of law; 

  

 

   (j)  when  the  plaint  having  been  returned  for  amendment within a   

                               time fixed by the court is not amended within such time; 

 

   (k)  when the plaint is not accompanied by such number of summonses 

                                as there are defendants, 

 

 the plaint shall be rejected; but such rejection shall not of its own force preclude 

 the plaintiff from presenting a fresh plaint in respect of the same cause of action”  
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The grounds mentioned in the said Section 46 (2) indicate the fundamental 

errors that would arise when an action to be proceeded with.  In such a situation it is 

necessary to have those errors or rather mistakes rectified before the case proceeds 

further.  Hence it is necessary to have those errors rectified for speedy and proper 

adjudication. It is always better if those defects are rectified before the issuance of 

summons on the defendants. However, the aforesaid Section does not have a 

mandatory requirement to make such orders before the summons is issued. In fact, 

this Section allows a Judge to make orders even after the defendants have come 

before Court but in such a situation, it should be made after making a suitable order as 

to the costs incurred by the defendants.  

 

In this instance, learned District Judge had returned the plaint allowing the 

plaintiff to file a fresh plaint acting under 46 (2) (j) of that Section. The Section does 

not impose a prohibition for the Judge to return a plaint even after the summons is 

served on the defendants. Hence, I do not see any merit of the argument placed by the 

learned Counsel for the plaintiff. Furthermore, when the plaintiff did not raise any 

objection when the plaint was returned in terms of Section 46 (2) (j) of the Civil 

Procedure Code, she is estopped from challenging that order at a subsequent stage 

especially when it comes to a mere procedural issue. The sole issue in this instance 

had been the failure on the part of the plaintiff to file an amended plaint by the date 

that was nominated by the Court. That being a directive of Court, it cannot be 

disregarded unless such a direction is a blatant violation of the law. In that context, I 

do not see any error of law committed by the learned District Judge when he made the 

impugned order. 

 

Now that I have concluded that the impugned order had been made according 

to law, it is not necessary for me to examine the matters such as delay in making the 

application and also the necessity of the presence of exceptional circumstances when 

making applications for revision and/or restitution in integrum. Therefore, I do not 

wish to deal with those issues even though those matters are considered as sine qua 

non in applications such as this. 
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For the aforesaid reasons, I dismiss this application of the plaintiff with costs. 

   

 

 

     JUDGE OF THE COURT OF APPEAL 

 

ERIC BASNAYAKE,J. 

 

 I agree 

      JUDGE OF THE COURT OF APPEAL 


